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We investigate the formation of a laser-produced magnetized jet under conditions of a varying mass
ejection rate and a varying divergence of the ejected plasma flow. This is done by irradiating a solid target
placed in a 20 T magnetic field with, first, a collinear precursor laser pulse (1012 W=cm2) and, then, a main
pulse (1013 W=cm2) arriving 9–19 ns later. Varying the time delay between the two pulses is found to
control the divergence of the expanding plasma, which is shown to increase the strength of and heating in
the conical shock that is responsible for jet collimation. These results show that plasma collimation due to
shocks against a strong magnetic field can lead to stable, astrophysically relevant jets that are sustained over
time scales 100 times the laser pulse duration (i.e., > 70 ns), even in the case of strong variability at the
source.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.255002
Whereas a large amount of work has been done con-
cerning the vacuum expansion of a laser-produced plasma
and its inertial collimation through, for example, different
geometrical target configurations or particular focusing of
the laser [1–4], experiments with external magnetic fields
strong enough to affect the plasma dynamics or energy
transport have been made possible only recently. Such
studies are pertinent to concepts related to both laser-[5]
and magnetically driven [6] inertial confinement fusion that
combine high-power lasers with strong magnetic fields to
increase implosion stability [7,8] and improve yields [9].
Related experiments have already shown significant mod-
ifications to energy transport [10,11] due to the magnetic
field. However, little attention has been paid so far to the
role of a strong externally applied magnetic field on the
laser ablation dynamics or on the influence of time-variable
ejections on the plasma evolution.
Within the context of high-energy density laboratory
astrophysics, the coupling of laser-driven plasmas with an
externally imposed magnetic field has proven successful in
diverse areas, examples are the generation of collisionless
shocks [12] and studies related to magnetized accretion
columns [13] and magnetically collimated jets [14–17].
High-aspect-ratio, supersonic jets are ubiquitous in astro-
physics (e.g., in young stellar objects [18] and active
galactic nuclei [19]), and are the result of magnetic fields
mediating the extraction of energy from an accreting
system [20]. While not yet studied in the laboratory,
variability of the mass ejection rate plays an important
role in structuring astrophysical jets, for example, by
generating velocity fluctuations large enough to produce
internal shocks in the flow [21].
In this Letter we investigate the collimation, heating,
long-range jet formation, and stability of plasma flows
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ejected in a burstlike manner in a magnetized vacuum.
We irradiate a solid Teflon [i.e., ðC2F4Þn] target with one
or two (temporally delayed) high-power laser pulses to
generate a hot plasma expanding in a 20 T (axial)
magnetized vacuum. The characteristic plasma conditions
near the target and its interaction with the external magnetic
field are substantially modified by the temporal modulation
of the energy deposition. The delay between the precursor
and main laser pulses controls the spatial extent over which
most of the main laser energy is absorbed, with longer
delays leading to more spherical plasma expansions,
stronger shocks, and enhanced plasma heating. On the
other hand, we observe that at distances far from the target,
magnetically collimated, astrophysically relevant jets and
recollimation conical shocks can be sustained for time
scales over 100 times (> 70 ns) the laser pulse duration,
and show remarkable stability despite the strong variations
at the ejecta source.
The experiment was performed using the chirped Nd:
glass laser (τL ¼ 0.6 ns, λL ¼ 1057 nm) of the ELFIE
facility at the Laboratoire pour l’Utilisation des Lasers
Intenses (LULI). The laser beam was split temporally into
two beams, separated by either 9 or 19 ns, and subsequently
recombined collinearly using nonpolarizing beam splitters
and focused on target (diameter, ϕL ¼ 0.7 mm) using the
same lens and random phase plate [22]. In the temporally
staged configuration, the first beam, called the precursor,
had an on-target energy (intensity) of 3 J ð1 × 1012 W=cm2Þ
and the second pulse, called the main pulse, had 17 J
ð7 × 1012 W=cm2Þ. Additionally, a main-pulse-only setup
(i.e., identical but without the precursor) was used for
comparison. As shown in Fig. 1, both beams irradiated a
ðC2F4Þn target immersed in a 1 μs pulsed, 20 T external
magnetic field aligned along the plasma expansion axis
[17,23]. The plasma electron density evolution was inves-
tigated via a Mach-Zehnder interferometer using a 5 ps
(λL ¼ 528 nm) probe beam. Optical emission along the
same line of sight was studied through a one-dimensional
slice taken along the jet propagation axis and streaked in
time using a Hamamatsu C7700 streak camera with S20
photocathode. To diagnose electron temperature Te, a
time-integrated x-ray focusing spectrometer with spatial
resolution (FSSR) was used along the jet axis. The relative
intensities of He-like fluorine lines were analyzed to
obtain time-integrated Te and electron density ne [24,25].
Alongside the experiments, we performed simulations with
the 3D Eulerian, radiative (optically thin approximation),
resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) code GORGON
[26,27] with an initially uniform magnetic field in the
z direction. The initial laser deposition (up to 1 ns) is
modeled in axisymmetric, cylindrical geometry with the
two-dimensional, three-temperature, radiative (diffusion
approximation), Lagrangian, hydrodynamic code DUED
[28], which is then passed to GORGON. The purpose of this
hand-off is to take advantage of the capability of the
Lagrangian code to achieve very high resolution in modeling
the laser-target interaction. We note that for this laser energy
and target material, radiation transport will not substantially
influence the expansion of the laser plume. This method
has been benchmarked against a variety of laser and target
conditions such as those presented in Refs. [15,17].
To introduce the second pulse, we implemented a laser
deposition module in GORGON that assumes linear inverse-
bremsstrahlung absorption and the geometric optics approxi-
mation. We note that 3D modeling is important to capture
azimuthal Rayleigh-Taylor-type instabilities developing at
plasma-vacuum interface that can create a relatively low
density, broad halo [14].
The top row of Fig. 2 shows plasma electron density ne
at three times in the main-pulse-only case. The plasma
dynamics consist of three distinct phases (for an extensive
discussion, see Refs. [14,15]): (i) creation of a low density
cavity surrounded by a shock envelope [Fig. 2(a)], (ii) for-
mation of a conical shock [Fig. 2(d)] at the tip of the cavity,
which then (iii) recollimates the plasma plume into a jet
[Fig. 2(g)]. These phases are also captured in the MHD
simulations shown in Fig. 5. The next two rows in Fig. 2
show ne maps in the two laser-pulse cases with either 9 or
19 ns delay between the precursor and main laser pulses.
Let us focus first on the cavity formation and the
surrounding shock envelope [Figs. 2(a)–2(c), 5(b),
and 5(c)]. Initially, the ram pressure of the plasma plume,
Pdy ¼ ρv2, is much larger than the magnetic pressure,
Pm ¼ B2=2μ0, and the plasma expansion proceeds unim-
peded (ρ is mass density, v is flow velocity, B is magnetic
field strength). Our simulations indicate that 2 ns after the
main pulse arrival, the dynamic plasma β (βdy ¼ Pdy=Pm)
is ∼103. The expanding plasma plume has a relatively high
magnetic Reynolds number (Rem ¼ vL=η ∼ 100); thus, the
FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup and 3D MHD
simulations of the overall plasma dynamics. The volume render-
ing shows the simulated mass density at 22 ns, for the case of a
single 17 J pulse, with 1=4 of the volume removed to show the
internal flow structure. Two collinear laser pulses (3 and 17 J),
that are temporally offset by either 9 or 19 ns, irradiate a ðC2F4Þn
target embedded in a 20 T magnetic field. The diagnostic
observation axis is also shown.




magnetic field is “frozen” in the plasma as predicted by
ideal MHD. For Rem we use characteristic velocity
v ¼ 100 km=s, length scale L ¼ 1 mm, and magnetic
diffusivity η ¼ 104 cm2=s. Both thermal conduction and
viscosity are unimportant in the formation of the cavity and
jet, as exemplified by relatively large Peclet and Reynolds
numbers, Pe≳ 10 and Re≳ 104 [14,15,17].
From x-ray spectrometry measurements in the cavity at
z ¼ 1 mm, we infer Te ∼ 40–60 eV (Fig. 3). We quantify
the relative importance of optically thin radiative cooling
on the energy budget by estimating the characteristic
cooling time scale, defined as the ratio of thermal energy
density over radiated power density. For the characteristic
temperatures and densities found in the flow, the cooling
time scale is in the range ∼10–100 ns. This indicates that
cooling by radiation can be important in some localized
regions, such as shocks.
The cavity is formed by the “frozen-in” magnetic field
being advected by the plasma flow, leading to an increase
of the magnetic pressure on the edges of the expanding
plasma. The radial expansion is then halted when ram
and magnetic pressures become comparable (βdy ∼ 1).
The slowing down of the plasma flow by the magnetic
field leads to the formation of a reverse shock, observed as a
jump in density around the edges of the cavity (see Fig. 2),
and to plasma heating (see Fig. 3).
While the general flow structure is similar with and
without precursor irradiation, it is clear that adding a
precursor laser pulse crucially modifies the dynamics
and physical characteristics of the plasma in the cavity.
Electron density maps taken at the same time (10 ns) after
the arrival of the main pulse [Figs. 2(a)–2(c)] show the
cavity becoming more spherical when the precursor laser
pulse is used. The relatively small, 14%, increase in the
radial extent of the cavity is accompanied by a considerable
reduction in its longitudinal extent: from 4 mm with the
main pulse only to around 2.5 mm with the addition of the
precursor offset by 19 ns. We notice that in the two-pulse
configurations higher ne is measured (2 × 1019 cm−3)
along the shocks bounding the cavity [see, in particular,
Figs. 2(d)–2(f)], a clear sign that shocks are stronger. This
agrees with the Te measurements shown in Fig. 3, which
are larger with temporally staging. Additionally, as shown
in Fig. 4, optical emission inside the cavity (z < 2 mm) is









FIG. 2. Plasma electron density measured via interferometry,
and analyzed using Abel inversion [29,30], in pseudocolor with
identical color scales as shown on the right. The central pixels are
removed due to the uncertainty of the Abel inversion on axis.
Notice that the images appear very symmetric. The three columns
show times of 10 (a–c), 42 (d–f), and 70 ns (g–i) measured from
the beginning of the main pulse irradiation. The top row (a,d,g)
shows the case of main pulse alone, the middle (b,e,h) and bottom
(c,f,i) rows show the temporally staged cases of 9 and 19 ns delay,
respectively.
FIG. 3. X-ray spectrometry measurements of Te from the
FSSR. Lines with circles (×’s) represent the main-pulse-only
setup with (without) an applied 20 T B field. Lines with diamonds
and squares show cases with a precursor of 9 and 19 ns delay,
respectively.
FIG. 4. Streaked optical emission profiles along the center of
the plasma expansion axis (smoothed with a 5-pixel Gaussian)
plotted with the same linear color scale for (a) the main-pulse-
only case and (b) [(c)] the precursor and main pulses with a 9 ns
[19 ns] delay between them. Time is measured from the
beginning of the main pulse. Note the small signal from the
precursor interaction in (b) [(c)] at −9 ns [−19 ns]. The profiles
in (a) and (b) were taken over successive shots and with the
exact same detector settings. Profile (c) was taken at a later
time and thus was slightly scaled and shifted for comparison
with the previous profiles. The thin streak in (c) at t ¼ −15 ns,
z ¼ 2.25 mm is from the interferometry probe.




adding the precursor. Non-local thermodynamic equilibrium
calculations of photon absorption in the visible range
(400–550 nm) corresponding to the S20 cathode response
for a CF2 plasma show that above Te ¼ 10 eV and below
ne ¼ 1019 cm−3 the photon mean-free path is greater than
30 mm, indicating an optically thin regime in this range.
Given the high Te and given that optical emission decreases
with temperature in this regime, the brighter areas seen in
Fig. 4 indicate the presence of denser plasma, consistent with
the interferometric data.
Differences in the plasma properties and flow dynamics
when introducing the precursor pulse can be understood by
considering the location in the precursor plasma where the
energy of the main laser pulse is absorbed. Figure 5(a)
shows the simulated density produced by the precursor
pulse at the time of the arrival of the main pulse (consid-
ering 19 ns separation). The fast expansion of the plasma in
the z direction (100–500 km=s) causes rapid changes in the
longitudinal ne profiles. These are shown in Fig. 5(d) at
three different times for both the magnetized (solid lines)
and an unmagnetized (dashed lines) case of precursor
irradiation. In the figure, regions where ne is in the range
from 0.1 to 1.0 nc, where nc ¼ 1021 cm−3 is the critical
density of the laser, are highlighted with thicker lines; in
this region over 90% of the laser energy from the main
pulse is absorbed. From this plot it is clear that the ne
profiles for the unmagnetized and magnetized cases are
essentially identical up to 50 ns with substantial differences
arising only in the low density regions where laser
absorption is insignificant. The applied 20 T magnetic
field thus does not alter the absorption of the main laser
pulse and only plays a role in the plasma dynamics
following the laser absorption. Nonetheless, because of
the expansion of the precursor plasma, the region over
which most of the main laser is absorbed moves away from
the initial target surface and increases in longitudinal extent
Labs as well as volume, Vabs ∼ Labsϕ2L. Thus, the absorbing
plasma becomes more cylindrical and has lower thermal
pressure (∼EL=Vabs), when using two pulses and for longer
time delays. The longitudinal stretching of Labs causes
more plasma to be accelerated radially and the overall
expansion to be more divergent. This is consistent with
the experiments, which show a more spherical expansion
for the double pulse cases and for longer time delays
[Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. Further corroboration comes from
Fig. 5(e), which shows a reduction of the ratio of the
longitudinal to radial kinetic energy in the main-pulse-only
case compared to two pulses and for longer delays.
Collimation of the plasma plume into a jet takes place
through a conical shock, which forms 2–4 mm from the
initial target [Figs. 2(d)–2(i)]. The conical shock is the
result of oblique shocks redirecting the plasma flow along
the cavity walls and towards its tip [14]. In particular, we
find that the opening angle of the conical shock and jet
depends on the laser irradiation conditions, increasing from
around 10° with main pulse only to 50° for two pulses with
19 ns delay [see Figs. 2(d)–2(f)]. This variation is con-
sistent with the cavity shape becoming more spherical: the
flow converges at the tip of the cavity almost head-on.
The more planarlike collision leads to an increased thermal-
ization of the flow’s kinetic energy, higher temperatures,
and thus more diverging flows. A similar effect is discussed
in the astrophysical literature in the context of jet formation
by the convergence of supersonic conical flows [31].
Remarkably, the experiments show that the recollimating





FIG. 5. 3D MHD simulations results. (a)–(c) Pseudocolor maps
of ne in the two-pulse configuration with a 19 ns delay. Times are
measured from the main-pulse arrival. Arrows represent fluid
velocity (not scaled in magnitude) and magnetic field lines are
shown. Panel (a) shows the plasma created by the low energy
precursor at a time just before the arrival of the main pulse. The
white dashed line corresponds to the isocontour at 0.1nc.
(d) Profiles of ne, averaged over the laser focal spot, for a case
of precursor-only irradiation at 9, 19, and 39 ns after precursor
irradiation. Cases with (solid line) and without (dashed line)
magnetic field are shown. (e) Ratio of longitudinal (Kz ¼ 0.5ρv2z)
to radial [Kxy ¼ 0.5ρðv2x þ v2yÞ] kinetic energy integrated over
the entire plasma volume, for the main-pulse-only (M) and the
temporally staged cases (PþM).




the presence of an ambient plasma or of the laser irradiation
delay, and that the collimation is very effective even
for more isotropically expanding ejections. These results
strengthen the claim made in Refs. [14,15] that the
recollimating conical shock may be at the origin of the
stationary x-ray emission detected in some jets from young
stellar objects [32–34].
Past the conical shock, the jet properties are also
modified. In addition to an increase in temperature, the
simulations show that the two-pulse configuration increases
the jet’s mass flux (ρvz) and kinetic energy flux (ρv2vz=2)
by ∼10, and create velocity variations, Δvz ∼ 100 km=s
(Mach 2–3), which drive shocks within the jet itself. This is
consistent with observations of astrophysical jets that
indicate it is the unsteadiness of mass ejection that drives
shocks (so called “knots”) inside the jet body (see Ref. [21]
for a review). The results presented here thus provide a first
glimpse of the effects of time variability on the formation
and stability of the recollimation shock and on the jet itself.
In summary, we have presented a study of the interaction
of two, temporally staged, high-power laser pulses with a
solid target in the presence of a 20 T magnetic field aligned
along the main axis of the plasma expansion. The precursor
laser pulse generates a plasma that is collimated by the
magnetic field into a jet. The ensuing plasma dynamics can
then be controlled by delaying the arrival of the second
(main) pulse, so that its absorption occurs further away
from the initial target and over larger volumes. However,
even at this relatively high field strength, we see no impact
of the magnetic field on the laser absorption itself, a finding
that may be of particular interest to the (magnetized)
inertial confinement fusion community. The time delay
between the two laser pulses has clear effects on the
plasma: a more divergent cavity expansion, higher electron
temperatures, and stronger shocks; yet, long-lived, stable
astrophysically relevant jets are still formed. This control
over the flow dynamics and variability opens the door to a
range of new laboratory studies related to variable accretion
[13] and ejection phenomena in astrophysics.
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